About us
We are one of the most sought after transport agencies and we fulfill the customized
demands of clients in relation to transportation services in an unprecedented manner. The
journey of our transport company began in the year 2002 and the foundation was laid by
Mr. Balaiah. Since then the organization has catered to innumerable clients who have any
requirement related to transportation services. The business is now run by B. Bharathi, son
of Mr. Balaiah and the organization has successfully expanded the operations in an
unimaginable manner.
As far as the legal authenticity and certifications are concerned, we comply with all the
requirements. Our organization fully abides all the government rules and regulations. We
provide all the services in an authentic manner and we have GST number as well. Whether it
is cargo handling, consignment delivery, milk run service, transfer of bulk orders, express
delivery, customized delivery, transportation of fragile materials from one place to another
or anything else, we provide all sorts of transportation services at very reasonable rates. We
have innumerable open and closed vehicles from the reputed brands like Tata, Eicher etc.
and the loading capacity is also phenomenal. We can arrange any transportation option as
per the specific demands of clients.
What we do
We provide transportation services to the clients in the best possible manner. We have a
huge base of vehicles and we give an opportunity to the clients to choose any vehicle for
their transportation needs. We have great arrangements for storage and warehousing and it
may be any kind of material; our team is highly experienced in all sorts of cargo handling.
We have a huge client base and our customers are increasing at a rapid speed every year.
Thus whether it is the requirement of industrial sector or of individuals, we provide
transportation services in a highly organized and professional manner.
Our service
We provide a wide range of transportation services. We have huge space for warehousing
and storage and we handle tons of cargo each year. Industries consider us as the top most
service provider when delivery of goods is concerned. We help in transporting all sorts of
materials from source destination to the final destination. We make sure that all the parcel
consignments are delivered in an unbeatable manner and the timing of our services is
simply unmatchable. We also provide the specialized facilities like milk run service, full truck
load service, express delivery, customized delivery etc. We have top notch vehicles for
rendering transportation services and clients are free to choose customized options.

Service offered
Storage and warehousing
One of the basic things for providing the transportation services is proper storage and
warehousing arrangement. As far as these aspects are concerned we own well equipped
and highly secure godowns where all sorts of materials can be stored safely. Our offices are
having top notch security features and thus there is no chance of mishandling of goods. The
combined area of our storage and warehousing setup is around 5,000 square feet. Thus we
have a dedicated arrangement as far as storage and warehousing is concerned. So, all the
stuff that needs to be transported is handled very efficiently in our warehouse and offices.
Cargo handling
Cargo includes any kind of goods that are required to be transported from one destination
to the other. Some goods are light weight whereas some materials are heavy like
equipments, machineries, devices etc. Thus whether it the light weight cargo or heavy
goods, we are the best source for all types of cargo handling. As far as the yearly data is
concerned, we handle more than 2 lacs tons of cargo every year. With our expanding client
base this figure is soon going to multiply. We take utmost care while handling the cargo and
our main concern is that none of the items should get damaged in the process of
transportation.
Wide customer base
Our customer base is very elaborate. We deal with all types of clients in a highly professional
manner. When we promise something to the clients then we keep our words no matter
what circumstances occur later on. We cater to a very wide array of customers from
different sectors like Automobile, FMCG, Pharmaceutical Companies, Chemical industries,
Consumer goods dealers, Raw material dealers, Engineering sector and many others. Thus,
our client base is highly diversified and be it any type of client; we understand the exact
requirements as far as transportation is concerned. We get repetitive service request from
Indian as well as Multinational Companies.

Service offered
1. Parcel Consignments
We hold mastery in safe and timely delivery of
parcel consignments. Sometimes there are very
fragile materials in the parcel and we completely
understand the concerns of clients in this relation. Be
it any sized and any weight parcel consignment, we
provide doorstep delivery at very nominal rates. As
far as the segment of parcel delivery is concerned,
we deal with a lot of clients like C&F agents, various types of distributors, wholesalers,
retailers and also the end users. Our main concern is that the parcel consignments should
reach the addressee in perfect condition and before the promised deadline. Our team works
very efficiently for this cause.
2. Milk run service
We specialize in providing milk run services to the clients. The
basic thing in the milk run service is to be procured from
different source and are to be delivered to the other single
source and vice versa. Timing as well as efficiency is highly
important in milk run service. We follow the exact instructions
of clients while rendering this facility and we make sure that the
delivery is done speedily, before the promised date and time. There are lots of clients who
trust us for obtaining the milk run service and it is our priority to meet the custom demands
in a brilliant manner.
3. Full Truck Load
Many industrial clients look for full truck load
services in the transportation segment. We
specialize in this area too. Most full truck
loading services are requested by the clients
when the order is very large or in bulk. But be
it any kind of requirement related to large
orders, we have huge capacity trucks to fulfill
the exact needs of clients. In Full truck load
services we make sure that our transport

vehicles reach the doorstep of clients. If you are having any specific requirements related to
bulk orders then our full truck loading facility will prove to be the best option.
4. Express Delivery
Sometimes there are items that need to be
delivered very quickly. If you are having any
requirements related to express delivery then we
will not disappoint you in any way. Talking about
our express delivery, it is really fast and effective.
We promise for on time guaranteed delivery of
consignment in top notch condition. We always
ensure personalized care during the entire
journey, thus you can stay assured that the
consignment will reach your doorstep in perfect condition. Our rates for express delivery are
far less than any other competitor in the market and our quality and professional standards
are unmatchable.
5. Customized delivery
Many times it is seen that individuals as well as
industries have specific requirements related to
transportation and this need comes under the segment of
customized delivery. In customized delivery we make sure
that the exact instructions of clients are followed and the
materials are delivered in a highly safe and secure
manner. In Customized delivery option the clients usually
expect that the items should reach their doorstep in perfect packaging and without any sort
of damage. We make sure at all the times that the goods are transported in a safe and
secure manner. Our team is highly efficient in loading, packaging and unloading activities.
Vehicle
For running a transportation agency it is highly essential to maintain a huge base of vehicles.
We are truly blessed in this segment. We have all sorts of open and closed door vehicles for
transportation needs. We have full sized truck, mini truck, open tempos, closed tempos,
mini vans, big sized vans and many other kinds of vehicles for transportation needs. Our
clients are always free to select the right kind of vehicle for their transportation needs. Once
the vehicle is finalized then we ensure that the cargo is handled in the best possible manner.
All our vehicles are from reputed brands like Tata, Eicher etc.

Tata ACC 6 feet
Tata ACC 6 feet is a mini truck. It is a great
vehicle for smaller transportation needs. The
materials can be easily loaded in this model
and can be carried to the desired destination
without any hassles. For the transportation
needs related to small and medium quantity
this vehicle is really good.

Tata 407 10 feet
Tata 407 10 feet model is a bigger version as
compared to the ACC 6 feet model. Thus the
carrying capacity of this truck is larger in
comparison. It can carry more loads and is
preferred by the wholesalers and suppliers for their
transportation needs. This vehicle can cover
medium to long distances without any troubles.

Eicher 12 feet

Eicher 12 feet is a good model for carrying market loads.
It lies in the category of trucks and it can also be termed as
light haulage truck chassis. This vehicle comes with
exceptional features and it is the top most choice of
transporters for transferring the materials from one
destination to the other.

Eicher 14 feet
Eicher 14 feet is an exceptional model for transportation
needs. It is embedded with latest technological features
and it is extremely good for carrying light to medium
capacity loads. This model is a fully built light haulage
truck and the performance is very good. It is used for
transporting the materials to different destinations in a
convenient manner

Eicher 17 feet
Eicher 17 feet is the model in trucks that is
used for carrying medium capacity loads. You
can also call it as a fully built medium haulage
truck. It is used for carrying different kinds of
market loads and hardware goods. This model
runs on diesel and the performance is
commendable.

Eicher 19 feet
Eicher 19 feet is a good model for carrying medium
to heavy market loads. This truck is very strong and
can carry goods to long distances in a safe and secure
manner. It is often regarded as fully built medium
haulage truck and can be used for transporting
different kinds of stuff.

Eicher 20 feet
Eicher 20 feet is a nice model in the segment of
trucks. It is a fully built medium haulage truck and it is
highly used for carrying hardware items. The loading
capacity is excellent and it runs on diesel. It can cover
wide range of distances without any interruption.
Many wholesalers and suppliers prefer this model for
transporting the goods.

Trailer transport service
Sometimes the transportation requirements
are really big. The tailor transport service is
available for big and bulky orders. The model
helps in transferring hefty and space consuming
items from one destination to another.
Generally industrial clients prefer this kind of
vehicle arrangement for their customized
needs.
All the above mentioned vehicles are available in both open and closed models.

Vision
The vision of our organization is to create an unparalleled mark in the segment of
transportation services. We believe in catering the exact requirements of clients and it is our
priority that the customers should receive 100% satisfaction. We have more than 15 years
of experience in this segment and you will not find a transport agency like us in the entire
marketplace. We handle all consignments in a brilliant manner and delivery is done before
the promised date and time. Our aim is to deliver top notch transportation services in a
highly secure and safe manner. The trust of clients is the main thing for us.

Mission
The mission of our organization is to help all those clients who are looking for trustworthy
transportation services. We are an established name in the marketplace and clients have
complete faith in our services. In the coming years we are expecting tremendous growth
and our team works day and night to provide excellent transportation services. Be it bulk
orders, parcel consignments, consumer goods, fragile goods, machinery, equipments, or any
other kind of customized delivery requirements, we handle all requests with utmost
perfection. All we wish is, to see a smile on the faces of our customers and we never give a
chance to complain about anything.
Our Company Name & Address: BHARATHI TRANSPORT & TRAVELS
Off: No.54, 132, 133, K.K. Nagar, Ayyapakkam Main Road,
Ambattur, Chennai – 58.
Ph: 9962356420, 9677095069, 9941800900
Mail: bhathitransporttravels@gmail.com
Website: www.bharathitransports.com
GST NO: 33BL1PB7644F2ZA
Year of Establishment: 2002
Our Staffs: 65 Persons
Our Vehicles: 25
Support: 24/7
Our Customer Strength: 20 Numbers

Our Customers to whom we provide our services
Our services can be accessed by all types of clients and the facilities are available for all
types of transportable goods. We deal with clients like individual customers, raw material
dealers, industrial suppliers, FMCG companies, wholesalers, milk supplying companies etc.
Thus our services are open for all. No matter how big or small the client is; we believe in
providing 100% customer satisfaction. We consider it as our top most responsibility to
provide the best transportation services at most reasonable costs. We are looking forward
to a massive expansion in the customer base in the coming years and we are working very
hard in this direction.

